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1 INTRODUCTION
The multi SPMD (mSPMD) programming model, where several
SPMD programswork together conducted by a workflow program-
ming, had been proposed to realize a scalable programming envi-
ronment [2]. To help to debug parallel programs in the mSPMD
programmingmodel, we have extended the mSPMD programming
environment to supportMUST [1], which is a runtime tool that pro-
vides a scalable solution for efficient runtime MPI error checking.
The MUST has supported not only MPI but also a directive based
PGAS language called XcalableMP (XMP).

In this paper, we describe the implementation and performance
evaluation of theMUST in themSPMDprogramming environment.

2 CORRECTNESS CHECK FOR THE mSPMD
PROGRAMMING MODEL

The above figure shows the overview of the mSPMD program-
ming model and the correctness check for the mSPMD program-
ming model. In the mSPMD programming model, our workflow
scheduler invokes remote programs and requests a certain task
for each of the remote program. There are 2 kinds of communi-
cation activities: (1) communication for workflow control (written
in white/black font in the figure), and (2) communication within a
task (written in orange font in the figure). In this work, we focus
on the latter and only check errors in user-defined communication
functions in a task.

MPI_ functions are wrapper of PMPI_ functions which actu-
ally perform communication. TheMUST overwrites theMPI_ func-
tions to analyze their correctness, then calls the corresponding
PMPI_ functions. In our implementation of the MUST for mSPMD
program, we replace MPI functions with PMPI functions for the

workflow control to avoid to be checked. On the other hand, user-
defined MPI functions and XMP directives are checked by MUST.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND SUMMARY
We perform some experiments on Oakforest-PACS supercomputer
to investigate the overhead of the MUST in the mSPMD program-
mingmodel. Each ofworkflow applications includes between 1 and
32 tasks, and a task uses 30 processes. The bottom figures shows
the execution time of tasks of 100 × (Allreduce+sleep(1sec)), 10000
× (Allreduce+sleep(0.01sec)), 100 × (SendRecv+sleep(1sec)), 10000
× (SendRecv+sleep(0.01sec)) (From top-left to bottom-right). Tasks
including invalid (but non-critical) MPI arguments are compared
with those without any error.
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Our experiments show that the MUST correctness checking in
the mSPMD programming environment can detect syntax errors.
The overhead to apply the MUST library is caused by (1) high fre-
quently use of the collective communications and (2) syntax errors
within a dependent communication pair (or triplet, quadruplet, ...)
such as send/recv. Otherwise, the overhead is very small.
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